
Coca-Cola, Oreo, Chevrolet, Red Bull, Burberry, Maybelline and Calvin 
Klein. See what some of the biggest brands in social media are doing to 
generate high engagement on Instagram.
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than on Facebook
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Executive Summary

With the recent uproar over Facebook’s declining fan reach, some brands are considering their social media options. And 
while Facebook dominates the landscape in terms of community size, the engagement levels are a different story. In 
reviewing our engagement leaderboard on Zuum for top consumer brand industries, we noticed that a number of blue 
chip brands are generating higher engagement totals on Instagram than they are on Facebook. 

This report assesses that situation. We’ll analyze the impact these brands are having on Instagram relative to Facebook, 
benchmark the high-level data points on each network, and feature their top performing Instagram posts.  

Key Data Points

❖ 86% of the total fan count is on Facebook while only 20% of the total engagements are on Facebook

❖ 1.6% of the total fan count is on Instagram, while 72% of the total engagements are on Instagram

❖ The ratio of engagements per post to fan count was 100 times higher on Instagram than Facebook

❖ The Instagram accounts are gaining fans at a rate 5 times faster than the Facebook pages

❖ Brands are posting about the same volume on Instagram as they are on Facebook

This report features 7 major brands: Coca-Cola, Oreo, Red Bull, Chevrolet, Maybelline, Calvin Klein and Burberry. The social media networks 
covered include Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Google+ and Pinterest. The reporting period is March 1-31, 2014.

https://www.google.com/search?q=facebook+pages+declining+fan+reach&oq=facebook+pages+declining+fan+reach&aqs=chrome..69i57.8815j0j7&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=119&ie=UTF-8#q=facebook+pages+declining+fan+reach&safe=off&tbs=qdr:m


Social Engagements 
Leaderboard

For most of these brands, the 
difference between Facebook 
and Instagram engagements 
isn’t very close.

Instagram has 72% of all social 
content engagements. 
Facebook has 20%.

Third is Twitter, with 4%.

Red Bull is showing their 
content marketing strength, 
leading every brand in every 
social network.

Instagram content gets 3.6 times more engagements than Facebook



Social Community 
Leaderboard

Facebook has 86% of the total 
community size. 

In stark contrast, Instagram has 
only 1.6% of the total 
community size.

Instagram is the smallest 
average community size except 
for Pinterest, yet leads all social 
networks in engagement. 

Facebook still dominates in community size



Instagram Leaderboard

Average monthly growth in 
follower count: 11.5%

Fastest growing brand: Calvin 
Klein at 33%.

High ratio of engagements to 
community size: Average per 
post rate is 4%

Instagram communities: Highly engaged and growing fast



Facebook Leaderboard

Engagements to community 
ratio is 100x higher on 
Instagram than Facebook.

Average per post engagement 
rate of .04%. 

Facebook data also includes 
promoted content, making the 
organic difference even 
greater.  

Average fan growth rate is 
2.2%. 

Brands are also posting slightly 
more content on Facebook 
than Instagram, which should 
favor Facebook for overall 
engagement counts.

Facebook: Lower growth, lower engagement rate



Instagram Posting Times

Weekends are a time when 
people are most apt to be 
taking photos. 

That, in turn, likely provides a 
natural segue for people to 
engage with the brands they 
follow on Instagram.

Time set to GMT -6

Indication is that Instagram is more leisurely-oriented



Facebook Posting Times

Facebook activity and 
engagement seems more 
middle of the day, while people 
are at work.

Time set to GMT -6

On Facebook, weekends are below average in engagement



Instagram Top Posts

These are the most engaging 
posts when using fan count as 
a way of qualifying the post 
engagement.

Top 5 Instagram posts based on engagements to fans ratio



Instagram Top Posts

When sorted by overall 
engagement counts, the size 
and impact of Red Bull’s 
Instagram following becomes 
very clear.

Top 5 Instagram posts based on total engagements



Notes

The comparison between Facebook and Instagram could extend along a number of different lines. 
Some additional things worth considering in light of this report include:

❖ Facebook owns Instagram.
❖ Facebook has a more advanced advertising platform. That gives brands better options for 

marketing cost effectively.
❖ Some Facebook posts are probably promoted, further increasing the overall engagement levels 

for the network.
❖ Instagram is a mobile experience. This could likely affect engagement rates.
❖ Instagram is a photo app. That focus on content creation could increase engagement. 
❖ Instagram doesn’t have a native way to share. While this is likely a temporary situation, Facebook 

post engagements can get a considerable lift from sharing.
❖ Facebook and Instagram have different feed approaches. Facebook’s is a filtered feed whereas 

Instagram’s feed shows content in the sequence it’s posted. 
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